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Making a bad sound is embarrassing.

You'd love to play your instrument with a more
pleasing, less annoying sound. You try and try again

but you struggle to improve. You've tried "using
more air" but like, what does that even mean?? 

 
Not every solution works for every person, but surely

there is at least one way to improve your sound in
this guide. And when you find the one that works,

you'll begin to see your sound improve day after day.



If you put noise into a microphone, you're going to
get noise through the speaker! duh. Your

mouthpiece works like a microphone, and your
instrument is the speaker.

 
Take your mouthpiece out and buzz the song you're
trying to play. If the notes sound different from what

you're trying to play, you've found your problem.
Make sure the notes on the mouthpiece sound

like the notes in the song.

1. Buzz it



"Sweet mother of pearl what did you just say?"
-You, probably

 
You heard me right. Take your tuning slide all the

way out of the instrument and play a concert Bb. It
should sound super fuzzy and almost like a fog horn!

Once you have a nice and fuzzy sound, put the
tuning slide back in and play that same note.

2. Take your tuning slide off



3. Think like a caveman

If I took a good guess, I would bet your thoughts look
like this chalkboard when you try to play your
instrument. And if I'm right, we've found your

problem. 
 

To sound great on your instrument, you just need to
think like a Caveman. If Cavemen played brass

instruments this is what they would think.
"Me breathe in."

"Me breathe out."
"Me make good sound."

rather than...
"O.K. I'm going to take a nice full breath."

"O.K. then I'm going to blow air precisely at
3.76mph"

"Then I'm going to tighten my corners"
"Oh and don't forget to tongue"

 
You get the point. The simpler you think, the better.



Hold the mouthpiece to your lips like you would if
you were going to buzz.

Take your top fingers off of the mouthpiece so
that only the thumb is resting under it

Breathe in, breathe out, make good sound!

If you press the mouthpiece into your face too much,
you're definitely going to make a bad sound. Turkey

buzz helps you to play with less pressure against
your face.

 
1.

2.

3.

4. Turkey Buzz



You learned to speak by listening to other people
speak. You won't learn how to make a great sound
unless you hear other people make a great sound. 

 
Choose one of the musicians below. Listen and make

your sound like theirs. 
 

Trumpet - Allen Vizzutti
Trombone - Jesper Juul

Euphonium - Paul Droste
Tuba - David Zerkel

5. Listen to great musicians

Stop wasting your time. 
Schedule a trial lesson

We'll give you a plan to get
better faster

https://www.innovativebrass.com/trial


Alright, so you've got some new tips on how to
sound better. Now it's time to put in the work to

make it happen! 
 

The next few pages have exercises for Trumpet,
Trombone, Euphonium, and Tuba. Choose the page

for your instrument and get to work!

Exercises to help you sound
better

Stop wasting your time. 
Schedule a trial lesson

We'll give you a plan to get
better faster

https://www.innovativebrass.com/trial
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